
Fab 4-Strengthen Your Core Activities

Number Line 2 and 3

Odds and Evens 4 and 5

Product Tree 6, 7 and 8

Fill in the Blank 9, 10 and 11

Are We There Yet? 12 and 13

Go Get It 14 and 15

Spell check 16 and 17

Here are our write-ups and diagrams.

Email kzerby22@gmail.com with any Qs?

For the activities are we there yet and go get it, I 
did not make diagrams for set up?  You could 
probably figure that out based on the write-up.  
Basically a gym space with random equipment 
layed.  The pic isn’t really essential, the handout 
(charts) is.  That can/should be made into full 
length pages.  

mailto:kzerby22@gmail.com


Number Line
Object of the Game
To use rolling or UH tossing skills at a target and place FlipZ’s 
in sequential order on team number line before the opponent 
does.

Grade Level
1-6

Equipment Needed
● FlipZ’s (2 sets)
● Numbered Poly Spots 1-10 (2 sets in 2 different 

colors)
● Pellet Ball or other ball for rolling (2 sets)
● 2 Jumbo poly spots (different color)
● 2 different colored weighted targets to be used 

as the Bonus Pin

Set Up
Spread out 1 set of numbered 1-10  poly spots behind each end 
line against wall
Spread the FlipZ’s out standing up throughout center of gym
Toss out balls at the start of the game.

● Class is divided into 2 teams on opposites sides of gym.  
● Students are given a FlipZ and will guard by standing in 

front of, behind, next to, etc. to their FlipZ.  Once they place 
their FlipZ down on their half of the gym, they may not lift 
it up off the ground.

● One student from each team is selected to guard the Bonus 
Pin.  This student will NOT have a FlipZ to guard.  The 
Bonus Pin can be placed anywhere on their half of the 
gym on top of a jumbo poly spot.

● Students from opposite team attempt to roll/toss a ball 
across to the other side at one of the FlipZ’s.  If successful, 
they run across and grab the FLipZ that was knocked 
down and place it on the correct poly spot on their 
number line.

● If a student gets their FlipZ knocked down, they simply 
continue playing by trying to knock down an opponent's 
FlipZ (they just won't have one to guard anymore).

● If a student knocks down their opponent’s Bonus Pin, that 
team, gets a RESET and grabs any knocked down FlipZ 
that was placed on opponent’s number line.  The Bonus pin 
remains down until that team knocks down their 
opponents Bonus Pin

● The first team to fill their Number Line wins

How To Play
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Odds & Evens
Object of the Game
To flip the object according to which group they are 
(odds or evens) while traveling using different 
locomotor skills for a specified amount of time or until 
music stops.

Grade Level
K-6

Set Up
FlipZ’s are scattered throughout the gym/teaching 
space where some have an odd number on top and 
others an even number on top

Equipment Needed
● FlipZ’s (1-2) sets
● Gator or Pellet Ball (for a modified version 

which includes rolling instead of flipping)

How To Play

● Students are divided into 2 groups/teams and are 
placed at opposite ends of gym (endlines)

● If on the odds team, the student’s role is to flip all the 
FlipZ’s which have an even number on top so that the 
top number is an odd one.

● Students may not stay or flip the same FlipZ 
consecutively or back to back.

● Students may only use their hands to flip (can 
modify:  only dominant, non-dominant)

● Students travel using the locomotor skill the teacher 
calls out and continue traveling and flipping until 
the music stops.  When the music stops they freeze 
and return to their endline.

● Teacher does a “loose” count of how many odds vs 
evens are on top and can declare a winner.

● Play continuous rounds changing the locomotor skill 
as they travel.  Can also change the roles halfway 
through the class (ex. Odds become Evens)
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Product Tree

Object of the Game
To listen to the multiplication problem given 
and solve while doing a fitness exercise

Grade Level
3-6

Set Up
Set up poly spots in a line in groups of 4-6 depending on 
your class size.  Each poly spot should be a different 
color

Equipment Needed
● 12 Jumbo poly spots (or 1 size down) 4 of each 

color (red, green, blue, purple)
● 4 tall cones
● 4 Cone folders
● 12 white boards and markers
● Multiplication flash cards
● Popsicle sticks

● Students are placed into groups 5 and stand on a poly spot and 
face the cone. One student not on the poly spot will stand 
behind cone facing their team

● On signal the first student at cone will get a flashcard from 
teacher or a bucket, read it and place inside the cone folder 
facing them (not team).

● Once placed in folder 1st student runs to the first poly spot to 
S2 and whispers the math problem and takes over that spot, 
writes the problem down with answer and then does the given 
fitness exercise for that colored spot. 

● S2 runs to S3 and whispers math problem and takes over spot 
and writes and solves problem and does the exercise for that 
spot.

● This is continued until S4 is reached and then will run to the 
cone and will write down the problem and solve on white 
board.  Once solved the student will yell “STOP” or “Freeze” and 
hold up the board with solved problem.  All students in line 
stop and hold up their board with their answer.

● Team will get 1 popsicle stick  for each correct answer for 1 
math problem.  Student at cone will retrieve the popsicle sticks 
and place in their cone folder

● Repeat with a new math flashcard

How To Play
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Product Tree

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7vgJGZ2Lhs4


Objective: complete as many activity 
cards during the game as possible with a 
partner or small group. 

Grade Level: 2-5

Equipment needed: set of hidden spots and 
30 hoops. each team wil have 1 pellet ball, 
1 jumbo spot, 1 dry erase sheet and magic 
marker. 

Set-up: scatter hidden spots in  the center 
of the playing area. Place each team’s 
jumbo spot around the perimeter of the 
playing area with a pellet ball on top. 
Place piles of activity sheets face down 
around the gym in between each team. 

Option: place multiple spots in 1 hoop. 

How to play: divide the class into groups of 2-3. Each team will work 
together to  complete as many activity sheets during the time 
allotted. To start One student will grab a worksheet and place it into 
their dry erase sheet. Students will look at the first math problem 
and fill in the blank with the missing number that correctly 
completes the math problem. Students will write using a magic 
marker. Once they write down the number, they will see a target spot 
next to the problem. The group must successfully toss their pellet 
ball underhand from the perimeter into the hoop that matches that 
target. Ex: 

Partners will continue this until they are successful. When they make 
the ball in the hoop they can mark an “x” on that target on their 
sheet. While this is happening the teacher wil walk around and check 
their math on their sheets. Once they are successful, They will then 
complete an exercise together, the exercise is listed at the top of 
their sheet and the amount is the number they used to fill in the 
blank. 

After this they can move onto the next math problem on their sheet. 
When they complete an entire sheet, the teacher will check their math 
one more time. Place the completed sheet on their jumbo spot and pick 
a new sheet. 

Modifications: use a toss n catch, throw n catch, kick n trap
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Are We There Yet?

Grades 3-5
Objective:  To work together with one partner, or multiple partners to do all 9 activities.

Set Up:
SIgns on the walls, N, S, W, E and on the floor a yellow diamond and red X.  Put equipment at each location.
Each person needs a partner.  Each duo needs one paper, a pencil and 1 dice each.

Equipment Needed:
Green Cone
Purple Cone
Sheets for partners to share and pencils
28 dice (for entire class)
5 hurdles
2 exercise
4 volleyballs
2 fish
4 dodgediscs
2 big fish

Have partner duos travel around the gym together and complete the assigned activities.  You do not need to go in order.  Go to a location, roll your 
two dice, multiply to get your total, write it in the box, and do the activity that many times. 

set of 6 mini fish footballs  17154-PS 
17368-PS

33621-PS
dice  16982-PS

16720-PS

CONE SET OF 6 21049-PS
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Number Location Roll 2 dice, multiply Activity

1 North Wall Wall Jumps

2 South Wall Hurdle Jumps

3 East Wall Exerdice

4 West Wall Volleyball bumps

5 Center Circle Catch a fish

6 Purple Cone Dodge disc (frisbee) catch

7 Red X Jumping Jacks

8 Yellow Diamond Ring Toss (targets and small hoops)

9 Green Cone Partner twists with frisbee

Are We There Yet?



Go Get It!

Grades 3-5

Objective:  To complete the worksheet with your partner, filling in the columns as you go.

Set-up:  Place equipment all around the gym, spreading it out for safety.

Equipment:  Papers and pencils for your class set
3 volleyballs
3 soccer balls
3 hurdles
3 exercise
3 hoops
12 poly spots
3 fish (any size)
3 pellet balls

Have partner duos travel around the gym together and complete the assigned activities.  You do not need to go in order. Find the equipment you 
need, decide what you want to do with it, and roll the dice and multiply for your total.  Fill in all the blanks.
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What you need to find: Roll the two dice, multiply the 
new numbers, do the math

What equipment did you use 
and what activity did you do 
with it?

Find something that you can 
overhead pass

Find something that you can 
dribble with your feet

FInd something you can jump 
over

Find something that has 12 
sides

Find something that is round 
and thin, and can roll

Find some things that are 
circular and can lay flat on the 
floor

Find an aquatic animal

Find a small round thing that 
has squishy things inside of it

Go Get It



Spellcheck
Grades K-5

Set-Up:  
Trigoal in the middle
Alphabet polyspots scattered around the the basketball court
Hula hoops around the perimeter (dodgedisc, markerboards, markers in each hoop)

Objective:  To work collaboratively with your partner to spell words and practice throwing

Equipment:
Set Up:
Rules of the Game:
Have each partner duo select a home base hoop.
While taking turns, they will try to spell the first word card that is in their hoop.  The first partner should run to the first letter poly spot on the floor and 
try to throw their frisbee into the tri goal.  If they are successful, they give their partner a big THUMBS UP, retrieves their frisbee, and returns back to 
their hoop.  While they are returning, the partner writes the letter earned on the dry erase board.  They switch jobs and repeat this pattern until they 
successfully spell their first word.  One they are done, they bring their whiteboard and word card to the teacher (or raise their hand), and get a new 
word card.
If a partner does not get the frisbee into the tri-goal, they should return to their hoop and their partner should make the 2nd attempt.  
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Spellcheck




